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Prepared by – Sebastian A. Buffa

October 1, 1944

Men commenced their period of winter hibernation today changing into the re-issued O.D.s.  The day 
was clear and beautiful besides being warm.  The O.D.s were a bit uncomfortable in the afternoon 
hours.  M/Sgt. McElroy, Group Sergeant Major, was detailed by Colonel Chapman to be in charge of 
putting a tin roof on the EM Red Cross club and boarded up the windows for purposes of converting 
the club into a theatre in the evenings...... Three missions today took us to the Piacenza area with 
barracks, a gas plant and one of the RR bridges as the targets.  All three were satisfactorily bombed.  A 
fourth mission took us to the North Magenta RR bridge and here again the boys did right well for 
themselves.

October 2, 1944

Stand-down for the entire day...... A detail of men,
one from each section in Headquarters, was put to
work piecing together the prefabricated unit which
had been sitting about in its dismembered state for a
couple weeks in the headquarters' area......... None
knew where to begin.  Consequently two colored
boys of the 41st Engineers, now constructing the
housing facilities for the new station hospital in the
former 306th area, were called upon to at least help
the boys set up a foundation for the unit.  It is now
understood this building, once constructed, will be
our mess hall for the winter..... Usual practice
missions continued throughout the day..... The
wisdom of setting up a new location for winter
movies was firmly established tonight.  In a clear,
otherwise moonlight night, a large crowd
diminished to but a few because of the crisp
coldness setting in one's bones in the two hours of
immobility during the picture...... The EM Red Cross club is widely patronized by the men. Three or 
four bridge games are usually in progress under the skilled management of Emily.  The hot coffee and 
cookies do well after a cold movie.  Ping-pong, checkers, piano playing offer a variety of 
diversions....... 

October 3, 1944

Mission to Cameri RR bridge and Magenta RR bridge. Flak was intense and accurate over the former.  
One S/Sgt. Mickov, turret gunner, carrying a Bible in his vest pocket had a large piece of shrapnel 
penetrate the book and lodge itself there but did not reach the flesh.  A second interesting story arose 
when another radio gunner, on his first mission, had one engine shot out before reaching target, was 
ordered to lighten load of plane and did so by tossing overboard flak suits among other things.  Later 
they went into bomb run where intense flak was encountered.  The Sergeant was quoted as saying “I 
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have met much tougher situations in barroom brawls.”  Though many ships were badly shot up, some 
flights having all ships holed, fortunately all returned safely.  The missions were both very 
successful..... Sgt. Hyman Setzer, sharp little apple from Baltimore, took over the reconversion of the 
EM Red Cross club where M/Sgt. McElroy left off.  Neither of the two sergeants look very favorably 
upon the Red Cross at the moment...... General Knapp, Wing C.O. Attended briefing this morning.  Pre-
warned, all took assiduous care in preparing the presentations.  No points were missed..... Major 

Johnson put in his day's work today 
pitching in with the boys setting up 
the prefabricated building now in its 
second day of construction........

October 4, 1944

After scheduled for same targets as 
yesterday and the last plane had 
already takeoff, the entire formation 
was recalled because of inclement 
weather.  Over our heads, however, 
weather was clear and bright 
permitting many to continue their 
sunbathing...... High casualties with 
large number of traffic accidents have
resulted in a deluge of new 
restrictions.  Latest tragedy occurred 
on the treacherous road to Cervione 

where a six wheeled 2 ½ ton GMC truck returning from a garbage disposal mission rolled over a cliff 
when avoiding a head-on collision with a jeep.  Net results: one dead, two seriously injured....  Flight 
control of cross-country flights took on a serious aspect when a Wing order restricting all flights to an 
absolute minimum.  Apparently, the all too human tendency of abusing a privilege has again worked to 
our prejudice for under present restrictions, the hopes of a diversion to either Italy or France when a 
pass is made available is now quite out of the question.....  Virtually all the American Expeditionary 
stations carried the first World Series game directly from the ballpark.  The underdogs, Brownies [St. 
Louis Browns], took the first game to the satisfaction of the American League favorites.

October 5, 1944

Setting what might be deemed a new precedent, and certainly to the preference of combat crew men 
who normally must sit about the entire day awaiting orders to fly or not, Wing, late the night before, 
ordered a stand-down for today..... The various staff Officers have been taking advantage of present 
instructions limiting availability of the French Southern Riviera to them.  Captain Anthony King, Ass't 
S-2 Officer, and Major Fields are presently enjoying a three-day leave in Cannes..... Major Fields, 
Group Adjutant, also appointed voting officer for Headquarters is pleasantly surprised at the number of 
turn-outs putting in their federal ballots, their local ballots not having as yet arrived....

Sgt. Hymie Setzer, "...sharp little apple from Baltimore."
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October 6, 1944

Stand-down for the day.  Dense,
heavy cloud concentration
overhead brought on sporadic
heavy rains throughout the day.
The mountains though so very
close were solidly covered by the
clouds and remained invisible to us
for the day.  In its first six days
October has already gone beyond
the 4 in. maximum alloted to her by
the weather bureau.  Floods
overrunning the numerous little
streams from the mountains to the
sea has inundated the lower
portions of the road from
Operations to Headquarters.  The
vehicles hub-deep in water creep
across this flooded area hoping the
force of the passing water does not
carry them off of what is believed
the road..... To help Wing's cross-
country restrictions has been this
weather which has made flying of
any type prohibitive.  Notwithstanding, Colonel Reubel, scheduled for a radio broadcast in Rome, had 
Captain Dyer fly him to Rome this being the only flight of the day..... Rumors are again running 
rampant as to the future in the smoldering anxieties of the personnel..... Trickles of mail came through 
to give some relief to the weather condition......  “This is the Armed Forces Radio Station WGBN, N.Y.;
WBOS, Boston, has become a standby to the avid listeners of the World Series.  With ample radio 
facilities the audience is indeed very great....

October 7, 1944

Stand-down again.  The weather overhead, however, was very clear and dry.  The field itself was as 
busy as La Guardia Airport with planes taking off in all directions.  The three planes to Naples were 
weathered in, consequently, could not return today.  Two ships are off to Cairo.... Captain King, Major 
Parsons and company decided on a bit of excitement by going off to a certain Calvert Field on this 
island.  Before a stupefied Group of French colonial troops they hopped in an old Italian bi-wing 
training plane and flew off with it.  The light plane bobbed and weaved rather freely in the turbulent air,
but was successfully maneuvered over the mountain passes to the home field..... It is confirmed now 
that at least one of the B-26 Squadrons of the 42nd Wing now also stationed on this island will convert 
into B-25s.  Line personnel are being attached to Groups of the 57th Wing to receive instructions in the 
peculiarities of North American Babies.  Cardinals tied the series tonight with a five to one victory......

Trucks making their way over flooded roads in Corsica
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October 8, 1944

A 1500 lbs mine was detonated on the beach during lunch hour today causing all personnel present in 
the office to jump at least one foot and shake for at least five minutes.  Lt. Colonel Tracer of Statistical 
Control Office XIIth Air Force took a little cruise about the Group with Captain Robb, Group 
Statistical Officer.  The Colonel was more than pleased with Captain Robb's excellent work..... 
Meanwhile, Captain Robb's assistant, Lt. Smelker, is quickly orienting himself with his new duties as 
Ass't Statistical Officer for this Group.... 1st Lt. Howdy, visiting Infantry Officer, purpose being to get 
the Air Force viewpoint and who has also flown a couple missions to fully appreciate our situation, 
gave an extended lecture today on the Front Line experiences of our troops, especially with regards to 
coordination with Air Force close support activity..... Stand-down again today.  Target was to be a troop
concentration and gun positions immediately in front of the 8th Army.  It was to be a maximum effort on
the part of the Mitchell bombers concentrated at this one area to be followed by a heavy armored thrust 
across the canal that was a definite barrier for our troops..... Again the elements were not with us 
requiring a postponement till some future date......

October 9, 1944

Stand-down again.  The old adage “practice 
makes for perfect” must have bitten causing 
quite a fever.  Captain George Wells, Group 
Training Officer, under the Colonel's auspices, 
has undertaken an extensive training program 
initiated last June, and now has become a large 
scale operation.  On stand-down days all 
thirteen phases of this training comes into full 
force.  Most important of these thirteen are 
Transition Flying, Formation flying, Instrument
flying, Gunnery practice, Instruments 
calibration, Link trainer, Bomb Trainer, etc.  In 
the Month of September this Group collected 
some 1540 hours of practice..... “Flak” Group 
weekly publication, is rapidly coming into its 
own.  Each week since its first publication it 
has improved in quality and content.  With 
excellent sketches, well written quips covering 
all the Squadrons, various confidences, jokes, 
A.I.O. news summary and a Chaplain's column 
the publication is indeed well constituted...... 
Corporal Powell is again in hot water.  This 
time one of the Group's pilots was dragged into 
Powell's woes.  Returning from Naples, he 
brought with him an Italian Civilian, who had 
formerly worked with this Group and who 
apparently could not readjust himself to life 

back home.  This innocent act of Powell's is an infraction of several dozen different standing Orders, 
so, consequently some one must burn....  Apparently resenting the unnecessary intrusion into their 
already infringed-upon privacy, the mice, flying squirrels, mosquitoes and every other dimension of 

Gunnery Training Simulator developed by 340th 
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insect have literally carried Sgt. Riggs [Nolan R. Riggs] and Sgt. Voorhees [George Voorhees] from 
their secluded thickly underbrushed corner.  They are now constructing their home on Knob Hill with 
the other members of the Gentry...... The Brown's [St. Louis Browns] favorites were somewhat 
financially and morally embarrassed with the news of the last game of the series with the Cards [St. 
Louis Cardinals] coping off the World Series....... 

October 10, 1944

Again stand-down..... Headquarters' Enlisted Men's dance will be held tonight in Bastia.  Four squadron
six-wheeled carry-alls will escort the men to the dance and back.  Odds are two to one that Big Joe 
Nichols will at least be present in body.  The last big dance at Cervione, the big one passed-out while 
en route and spent the entire evening sleeping it out in the back end of the jeep...... All fields in Italy 
were declared un-serviceable.  But one of eleven scheduled planes on cross-country took off on its 
trip..... The first of the pilots from the B-26 Group converting into B-25s arrived. To be checked off in 
B-25s.  Their biggest difficulty seems to be in landing.  B-25s requiring a much steeper approach at 
landing than do our B-26s....... 

October 11, 1944

The chain of successive stand-downs was finally broken today with two missions being flown.  The 
Chivasso and Cannetto RR bridges were the targets with direct hist observed and confirmed on both 
bridges....  Major Joseph Bennet, Group Executive Officer, made his Lt. Colonelcy today after six 
months of waiting..  He and Colonel Bailey, both of Texas, both celebrated the occasion royally.......

October 12, 1944

The “pancake” plan in direct support of the
advancing 5th Army troops was executed this
morning.  As with the attempted Cassino Offensive
of Last February 14, this Group was the first over,
followed by other Mitchell Groups, Marauder
Groups (42nd  Wing) Fortresses and Liberators.  5th

Army observers forwarded a cablegram to the effect
that it was a grand show.  1st Lt. Howdy, still with us
and who flew in a camera ship stated he would have
quite a good bit to tell his men when returning to the
ground forces and especially his own organization
who is in the vanguard of this present action.  Our
particular target in this spectacle was the Casalecchio
Bivouac and stores area near Bologna....... Many
bundles of Target Charts covering southern
Germany, Austria, Hungary have arrived.  Possibly never to be used, but which must nevertheless be 
kept on had to cope with whatever eventualities may arise......

Martin B-26 Marauder



October 13, 1944

Greezly thatched 41-year old T/Sgt. Ralph Waldorf of Geneva, N.Y. Departed today for the States soon 
to be converted into a civilian..... The Mediterranean Edition of the Stars and Stripes again ignores the 
Mediums to the vexation of us all.  Headlines for today read “Front-Line troops Watch 15th Air Force 
Spectacle.”  Either XIIth Air Force Public Relations has their head in a sack or the Stars and Stripes is 
pursuing an effective conspiracy against the Mediums, but for certain the efforts of the mediums is and 
has been ignored.  No less than six Groups of Mediums, both Mitchells and Marauders, sending over 
approximately 350 planes and dropping 700 tons of bombs and who have long established a bombing 
accuracy the heavies could never hope to match, still the headlines continue to read the 15th Air Force 
puts on a show...... After much sweat and toil we were finally initiated into our new mess hall during 
the evening meal.  The new mess hall is a substantial improvement.  Table and bench facilities are 
ample to permit one to eat his meal leisurely without depriving another of a place to sit.  Group was 
again stood-down because of weather.....   

October 14, 1944

Captain Anthony King, seizing the bull by the horns arranged with Wing to fly to Caserta, Italy where 
Air Force HQ is located to obtain the maps so terribly needed by ourselves and the Wing.  Credentials 
were properly prepared at Wing and were to have been forwarded to this office by midnight courier.  
Message center received the letter late, failing to make the courier, consequently, after all preparations 
were made this morning, Captain King realized that the letter from Wing had not yet arrived.  Upon 
phoning it was revealed the letter was still sitting at Wing Message Center and instruction was given to 
the Message Center to deliver the letter to the 321st S-2, closer to Wing and where Captain King had to 
first stop to pick up an S-2 Officer.  The courier, however, in haste, failed to note the buck slip on the 
letter and brought it to this office.  At his arrival, Captain King had already departed for the 321st.  The 
confusion was finally settled by phone when the contents of the letter was read to the 321st S-2 and they
made a duplicate copy for Captain King to take with him...... Group was again stood-down.....

October 15, 1944

Primary target for today the Galliate Road bridge was successfully hit.  So, too, was the alternate, the 
Ronca Scriva bridge.  A nickeling mission dropping most recent editions of Frontpost in the Bologna 
area was also successfully carried out.....  One ship took off for St. Rafael, France three days ago to 
pick up Captain Dyer, Major Moody [Calvert A. Moody] and two other officers, with plans of returning
the same afternoon.  As yet they have not returned.... Captain Everett Thomas, T/Sgt. Francis Hickey 
returned today from an official meeting in Rome at XIIth Air Force Public Relations Office. Some ends
were evidently accomplished with a change in policy regarding the canned type of story being in the 
future discouraged and good feature stores encouraged..... Headquarters' EM club will be moved to the 
former officers' mess hall.  Though not spacious, it will nevertheless be amply spaced to permit the bar,
a few tables including the dice table, stove and plenty of wall space to lean against..... Captain King 
returning from his successful map obtaining excursion was confronted with new difficulties.  A 
beautiful Red Cross girl walked into the office, causing something of a riot, and inquired for the 
Captain.  She asked if he might arrange means of transportation for her to Ghisonaccia.  The captain 
not being able to carry out the favor personally requested several of the operational group of officers to 
grant this favor, but non could find the time.  Finally, and as a last resort, Captain, Big Chief, Myers 
volunteered.....



October 16, 1944

Group again stood-down.... Lt. Colonel Bennet, Major Johnson, Major Bunch and Major Cover were 
happy men this morning.  Orders were received to return to the States on a 30-day furlough.  Their last 
official act with the exception of Major Cover was to appear before a Section VIII proceeding of an 
enlisted man...... Some mail was received principally in the way of packages with many of the boys 
revealing new shoes, candy of all descriptions, scarfs etc..... Mice in the Knob Hill sector are a very 
discerning lot.  As sixth occupant of our tent, he will only munch on chocolate bars and in this regard 
discriminates between the regular type of Hershey and the tropical chocolate absolutely refusing to 
touch the later type.  How to control them is indeed a serious matter for traps are not available, and 
realizing their prolific tendencies, they would very quickly drive us from our present location if 
measures are not quickly taken. 

October 17, 1944

Lt. Colonel Bennet, and the three majors bid their happy farewell this morning thus initiating a new 
scheme of allowing field officers in staff positions of returning home.  At present, rotation of field staff 
officers to the States is precluded.  For other ranks as well as enlisted men under present plans it seems 
safe that European hostilities must first cease..... One of the guards in the 340th Guard Detachment, a bit
drunk, cut loose with a barrage of gunfire last night to awaken everyone in the headquarters' living 
area...... Lt. Colonel Ruebel, Group Operations Officer, has lost patience with the weather man at Wing.
Why they must drag indeterminably to decide if the weather over the target is operational remains a 
deep mystery.  They have the facility of weather reports, barometric reading, winds, and up to the 
minute reports of weather recces and still there is an inability of determining whether Groups should be
operational or not.  No cigarettes in last week's rations.....  The men are now chasing about bumming 
cigarettes from one another like beggars.  The surplus, if any, these persons found profitable to sell to 
civilians or exchange for services.  Now with the first signs of depression the boys are already in the 
begging stage...... Group again stood-down because of weather....

Vincent Myers (Big Chief) Half-
Comanche from Oklahoma           
Photo: 57th Bomb Wing Archive



October 18, 1944

Weather overhead was again clear with bright 
warm sunlight, but over the Po Valley apparently 
it is not fit for operations for the Group was again 
declared non-operational.  Headquarters Enlisted 
men opened their new club with imported Scotch 
whiskey, imported from Malta at $14.00 a fifth..... 
The Officers held their weekly dance at the 
Officers' club.  Blouses were optional but ties 
compulsory... They all had a very fine time, some, 
however, had such a grand time, they do not recall
going to bed...... Lt. Wilbur T. Blume of Ohio and 
the 9th Combat Camera Detachment of which he 
was C.O. and which had been with us for some 
time, moved out lock, stock and barrel, destination
Florence.  Before leaving he completed his motion
picture of the Group.  Lt. Blume worked hard and 

long at this, covering every aspect of this Group from an operational, social and administrative point of 
view.....  After calling a stand-down Group was put on immediate standby.  Crews were briefed and 
take-off scheduled for two P.M.  From time formation left the island to as far as they had gone met a 
solid overcast.  One of these formations of 12 carried the sleek S.A.P. 1000-pounders permitting a load 
of three rather than two tons.  Because of the heavy load they were instructed that if forced to return 
without dropping, they must jettison at least two of the bombs.  Some dropped the alloted two, but for 
the most part they either dropped all or landed with the full load.  They all landed safely in late twilight 
hours......

October 19, 1944

Take off this morning postponed because of high velocity winds over the field.  Because of their 
turbulent nature take-off would have been extremely dangerous.  Later in the day take-off was achieved
without mishap.  No join-up was possible however, they were compelled to first clear the high-velocity 
wind zone over the island.  A total of fifty ships with three different aiming points went to the long 
Magenta RR bridge.  All bombs were accredited to have been dropped in target area with direct hits 
observed.... 1st Lt. Meek [Robert H. Meek] of the 487th Bombardment Squadron, co-pilot in the Wing 
ship of the three chaff ships, 30 seconds ahead of the formation, was instantly killed by flak piercing 
his flak helmet.  If it was any consolation, immediate repayment in kind was made for this element 
placed a neat pattern of fragmentation bombs upon gun positions several large explosions in  gun pits 
were observed.  The chaff and frags worked very well to foil the flak accuracy being reported as very 
ineffective on remainder of formation......  A new form of entertainment appeared on the scene.  Sgt. 
Silvester Kepp, Sgt. Stevens [Earl W. Stevens] and Sgt. Battegliola [Julius J. Battagliola] arranged 
themselves in a small circle reproducing that which transpires at race tracks back in the States.  Using 
recent racing forms sent over from the States, they picked nags placing 1000 dollars on the nose of 
their chosen horse.  Sgt. Battagliola read off the results.  When curtain was drawn Kepp had won some 
100,000 dollars, Stevens, 850,000.  Both great lovers of the turf, knew the nags and where to put the 
money....  

Wilbur T. Blume, 9th Combat Camera Unit
Photo:  Burton Blume Collection



October 20, 1944

A 321st ship made a single-engine emergency landing on the field this noon.  Galliate RR bridge was 
their target and apparently caught hell...... For the first time in Captain John Hangar's recollection as S-
4 Officer did S-2 refuse something he had to offer them.  Eternally harassed by Major Kisselman's 
requests “Hello John” greetings then followed by an endless list of items needed for the office, the 
Captain entered this morning full of smiles, only to find the Major politely refusing to accept one large 
Stereoscope and one large photo magnifier which would have only cluttered the office and certainly 
never be used.  There is a pipe smoking fad sweeping the headquarters' personnel.  Between American, 
Corsican, Maltese, Italian and French pipes everyone down to the little pets are walking about with 
pipes in their mouth.  Smoking them is not so important, but having a new Maltese pipe between your 
teeth is..... Imola Ammo stores was our first target with heavy concentrations of bombs in the target 
area causing huge explosions and fires.... The second and third targets Palazzolo RR bridge and the 
Cannetto sul Oglio RR bridge were both very successfully hit....... For a record breaking day the 
formations participating scored 100% for bombing accuracy and bombing efficiency......   Cigarette 
shortage was temporarily relieved, seven packs of cigarettes per man were issued this morning.......

October 21, 1944

Stand-down because of weather...... The newly composed Group orchestra made its formal debut at the 
EM Red Cross club.  There was a large and enthusiastic audience to greet them..  This Group, not to be 
outdone by the efforts of other Groups in organizing an orchestra, under the auspices of Special 
Service, called together what ever musical talent the Group could offer.  Both Officers and Enlisted 
Men were present for initial turn out.  Through hard work, they now have a very fine orchestra.  Sgts. 
Houcht [Maurice B. Houck?], Kepp, Keable [Eugene O. Keables] of the 488th and Corporal Buffa 
played some four handed Pinochle last evening, to initiate some new for Headquarters' personnel in the 
efforts of whiling away the long winter evenings.  Some excitement and discussions now center on the 
officially confirmed landings of MacArthur's forces in the Philippines.  The men long awaiting for 
some new advances of our forces took this as a real reason for rejoicement [sic].  The termination of 
hostilities in Europe this year no longer seems feasible and to those fearing the looming possibility that 
this Group will be moved intact to the CBI [China, Burma, India] theatre of operations accept such 
advances in the Asiatic theatre with as much rejoicement as an advance of our troops in the Europe 
theatre.......  Mail has come along rather nicely of late with some letters less than two weeks en route.....

October 22, 1944

Warned of an expected visit of General Joe Canon.  Spit and polish, neatly tucked ties, clean-shaven 
faces, bright shining shoes, but all for naught for the General did not appear.....  Special orders of today 
place further restrictions on the personnel of this Group.  All EM Clubs will sell liquor from 7 to 9 P.M.
only.  No parties will be held outside the base and the town of Cervione is off limits to all personnel of 
this command.  No doubt in an endeavor to stem the constantly rising totals of auto accidents and the 
increasing friction of soldier and civilian resulting in open clashes these rather stringent measures were 
promulgated....... Sports activity of headquarters' personnel is reduced to minimum.  This is principally 
attributed to lack of daylight hours after evening meal.  Also frequent rains, water-soaked ground 
contribute to the turn toward rather sedentary activity of most of the personnel in the way of 
diversion....



October 23, 1944

More of the old staff officers bid their farewell this morning.  Lt. Colonel Bailey, Group Deputy 
Commander, Captain Whitcomb [Donald A. Whitcomb], Group Bombing Officer, Lt. Hathaway [Carl 
W. Hathaway], Navigation Officer of the 488th, all bid their happy leave....  Major Louis Keller, former 
operations officer, arrived this morning after three months in the States.  The major appeared in 
excellent health as well as having gained a few pounds of weight.  With Colonel Bailey's departure, Lt. 
Colonel Reubel will most likely assume duties of Deputy Commander with Major Keller resuming his 
old desk as Group Operations Officer..... General Robert Knapp returned from his trip to India. No 
definite rumors have yet taken form as to what transpired in this pleasure cruise [of] the General to the 
theatre..... It is reported that T/Sgt. Francis Hickey, Chicago, is being favorably considered for a direct 
commission in the AAF, PRO.  His competency, alertness and experience should certainly qualify him 
a commission in this field.  He has performed well and such a reward not be a replacement...... 
Headquarters S-1, allegedly underfed, over worked, under pitied has requisitioned the services of two 
more clerks giving them a total of 9 EM.  Thus, rather than one being able to go on a pass at any one 
time, two can..... Nickeling mission of twelve ships covering virtually the whole of the 8th and 5th Army 
fronts was dispatched today.  Some flak was encountered, enough to frighten the boys.  They all 
dropped at designated places and safely returned......

October 24, 1944

A highly commendatory letter to
Colonel Chapman from HQ,
MAAF for the record-breaking
bombing accuracy of this Group
climaxed by the bombing and
sinking of the Cruiser Taranto in La
Spezia harbor 23 August 1944.  In
the hopes of obtaining another WD
[War Department] unit citation for
this piece of artistry, Major Carl
Kisselman, Colonel Chapman, and
T/Sgt. Francis Hickey PRO, are
preparing the citation to be
forwarded to General Eaker, who
will as he suggested, forward it on with his approval...... From feast to famine in one day.  Deliciously 
prepared roast beef for the noon meal to canned carrots for the evening meal.... PX rations have been 
virtually non-existent of late with the men scraping by with what they have to tide them over till better 
days.....  General Knapp arrived today in his new L-5.  The General taxied over the fields up to the 
operations building, stepped out into the S-2 building.  The colonel, Colonel Chapman was there to 
meet him and carried him down to the 487th Squadron.  The General there officiated in another 
decoration ceremony...... Among the decorations given was the Purple Heart to M/Sgt. Joseph N. Kline,
bombardier.  This was for wounds received last June.  In our previous exercises on August 25th, five 
members of that same crew, the ship having crashed landed badly shaking up the personnel.  The plane 
and crew with the exception of Sgt. Kline, were of the 486th.  Names were submitted for decorations by 
the 486th and Kline's name was omitted.  When Kline received word that every other man on that crew 
had received the Purple Heart, he immediately set to work talking it over with the right people.  
Recently orders came out entitling him to the Purple Heart........

Stinson L-5 Sentinel



October 25, 1944

Stand-down again.  Heavy rains throughout the night dribbled through a poorly constructed roof to 
work havoc on the office equipment.  The Charge of Quarters was kept busy the entire night heaping 
office equipment and stationary wherever a dry spot could be found..... Also many personnel tents were
found to be no more protective than a sieve.  Personal clothing suffered greatly becoming throughly 
soaked and requiring no end of difficulty to be placed on dry spots to dry...... Private Leonard 
Jezirowski, Officer's waiter, newly arrived from the States, after many days of sincere worry, received 
word directly from his wife that he is now the father of a 6 ½ pound baby girl.  The telegram which was
sent never did arrive, but the extra time required for the letter to arrive in his wife's own hand writing 
was ample compensation for the waiting..... More Headquarters S-1 problems.  Four men from that 
office were detailed to cut canals diverting the rapidly flowing water from the low hollow where the 
Enlisted Men's club (Red Cross) is situated.  The canals were dug evidencing an excellent plan, but still
stronger rains came along to overwhelm anything attempted by the canal engineers inundating the 
entire area..... 

October 26, 1944

More torrential autumn rains fell the entire night.  The marginal lowland occupied by portions of the 
487th and the 486th personnel was deeply submerged beneath a strongly currented [sic] flood water 
rushing from the mountains to the sea.  The main coastal road leading to Bastia in the various 
depressions is also swept over by three to four feet of water.  Vehicles crossing these spots on essential 
errands are virtually swept along with the current......  The office was again all soaked through.  The 
inconvenience entailed is obvious, but the men seem to enjoy it more in the nature of a diversion.  The 
radio was not affected and to the sweet syncopations of favorite standbys of the late thirties, the men 
are going about bringing order of the dislocation caused by the leaking waters...... Sunshine finally did 
make its appearance in the late noon hours absorbing much of the shallow accumulations of water..... 
By virtue of the dislocation, Captain Hangar's woes proportionally increase.  Now he is being stormed 
with demands for waterproofing equipment for tents and buildings..... For the tents a shellac base is 
used diluted in alcohol.  The aroma of this drying solution is appetizing......

October 27, 1944

Stand-down again.  Landing field still swamped with water.  Engineers called upon to level off the deep
ruts cut into the runway and the taxi strips [used] by planes and crossing vehicles......  The men are all 
enthused regarding the announced land, sea and air operations surrounding the Philippine Islands.  
News, however, is quite fragmentary.  It is realized by all that the naval operations were on an 
unprecedented scale and almost anything is expected.  It is hoped by all that whatever our losses might 
be, the Jap's losses were on such a scale as to eliminate them for the duration of this war as a 
contending naval power.  Captain Farmer, Group Armament Officer, continues to instruct gunners on 
the use and care of guns...... The Group has found a more favorable bombing range, a rock near the 
Island of Pianosa.  The previously used bomb range also an island on the other side of Corsica, was 
found to be too frequently covered with cloud..... Benjamin Furstein's (Sergeant and first cook), 
adopted as pet a duck while still stationed in Italy.  This duck is still with us.  It appears to be the only 
living object that enjoys the rain-drenched circumstances we are at the moment living in......



October 28, 1944

Beautifully clear skies, bright warm sun, to the east picturesque snow-capped mountains reminding our 
Brunette, Red Cross Girl Barbara Ottinger, (father a regular army man) of the peaks in Vermont, but the
West, the mud covered sea out as far as the eye can discern, coupled with the masses of dense heavy 
clouds rising from the mainland of Italy, speaks very ominously of the late afternoon.  The man has 
ordered another stand-down for today......  Colonel Willis Chapman, the Group Commander, took all by
surprise this morning when he undertook to discuss the Avion Americane and Soldat and Officiale 
Americane with some French Officers who had come into the operations office for some information.  
The French Officer apparently satisfied with the Colonel's explanation gave him a snappy salute as an 
au revoir.  The Colonel then turned to resume his seat between Major Keller and Major Moody.  All 
three smiled without saying one word, understanding full well that the Colonel had swallowed the 
bird....  The man had HQ, fall in line this noon and without much fanfare dropped their pants and shorts
so that the Medical Officer could take a look around.  This is the first time in my recollection that this 
has taken place overseas and should prove an interesting experiment...... PX today was the largest in 
many moons, with Cokes, beer and cigarettes etc.  The HQ EM club since it was moved out of the 
residential district has very few if any patrons.  Sgt. Deese [Horace S. Deese] hard at work spraying 
and interior decorating, putting together a neat gas-jetted stove has not received the fullest advantage of
the EM.  The Group obtained four Yugoslavs to work in our kitchen thus replacing the young Corsican 
help who were doing this work.  The barber for Headquarters, another Corsican, quit serving days ago 
contending that he was not earning enough..... The Taylor, a resident of Cervione continues to work 
with us and seems quite satisfied with the arrangement.

October 29, 1944

Clear weather again, but again Group stood-down.  Extensive practice flights 
undertaken throughout these stand-down days with each squadron putting up at 
least 6 ships...... Major Richard Nash of Tennessee, five months in the States, 
returned today after first reporting to XIIth Air Force...... Sunday nights being 
the one night this Group does not have its own movies, the men usually go over 
the the 384th Service Squadron who have a movie on this night.  “Two Girls and 
a Sailor” was shown and proved to be one of the best enjoyed pictures in a very 
long time..... Men with sixty combat missions are no longer automatically 
placed on rotation to go home.  From now on sixty missions merely qualifies a 
man to appear before the medical Disposition Board and certainly with no 
assurance that they will be found needy of a rest...... Captain Dyer with some 85
combat missions did more moonlight flying, venturing out over the mainland 

along the fringe of an electrical storm.  Made several approaches before landing......

October 30, 1944

Stand-down again, with threatening rain in the late afternoon..... Again we have lost T/Sgt. Earl Stevens
for a brief period it is hoped.  The shrapnel which had never been removed from his hip was causing 
considerable annoyance requiring an operation to possibly remove them if they can be reached..... Eight
new crews were assigned to this organization.... Education for all in the armed forces.  An extensive 
program of the army to train the men in desired fields.  No man without at least a rudimentary 
knowledge of the three R's [Reading, Writing, Arithmetic] and every man with a PhD if possible.  Sgt. 



Russel Dolce, completed his correspondence course in accounting I, Major Fields, Group Adjutant, 
accountant in civilian life states that the man finished with high honors......

October 31, 1944

Stand-down again.  Greatly reminiscent of the activation days in the States a practice mission was 
flown over bombing range #3 with all the decorations of an actual mission.  Briefing, interrogation etc. 
It was also the first attempt of this Group to release all bombs by radio.  Two of the four squadrons 
bombing did successfully hit the target...... Two more new crews came in today.  No flights to or from 
Rome for the past four days, those there, if not broke financially, are fortunately stranded, those here 
awaiting a ride are still patiently waiting..... The only defense of this aerodrome is the Negro Infantry 
Battalion stationed nearby.  No anti-aircraft, no radio, Jerry would have a merry practice mission if they
would again think of bombing this field.  In view of the increased enemy air activity over Northern 
Italy, this lack of proper air defense can legitimately excite some apprehension among the men...... 
Payday and as might be expected boys were going hot and heavy with dice and cards.  Major 
Kisselman, unusual indeed, had a very successful night and seemed happy to count the 10,000 Franc 
notes the next morning......
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